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Get on Board with
Managed Lanes
Message from
the President
The bold new look of our quar terly
newsletter was chosen to reflect the fact
that this is a very exciting time to be part
of the transportation and construction
industries, as much-needed improvement
projects are being funded all over the
country – thanks, in part, to the use of
managed lanes. We at Stokes have been
busy this fall working on different phases of
many infrastructure projects, from planning
through construction to groundbreaking –
and everything in between.
I am very proud of the reputation for
excellence that Stokes has earned. We
received kudos on the recent Purple Line
Open House (see back page) and our Video
Production Crew has brought home our
third MarCom Gold Award, which is our
tenth Video Award in all.
The projects we all work on exist to
improve the travel experience, and I invite
our partners and all who are part of this
dynamic industry to strive for excellence
in their respective areas. Together we are
shaping the travel landscape of tomorrow
for the entire East Coast – a bold endeavor.
We at Stokes are ready to do our part with
comprehensive outreach and stunning
visuals, combined with years of project,
agenc y and stakeholder experience.
Partner with us to achieve excellence in
Public Outreach, Marketing & Advertising
and Construction Support Services.

Joanne M. Stokes, President

Public-Private Partnerships
Managing lanes and stakeholders can
be done successfully. Public-private
partnerships (PPP) between a government
a genc y and p riv ate comp anies are
increasingly being used to finance, build,
operate and maintain public transportation
projects. Financing comes partly from
the private sector but requires payments
from users over the course of the project’s
maintenance contract with the private
company – often 25-30 years. In many parts
of the country, what travelers will pay to
use tolled roads this holiday season may
depend not only on the state in which one
is travelling, but the type of managed lanes
being employed, the time of day, how many
people are in the vehicle and perhaps even
whether an accident or breakdown has
occurred in one of the lanes.
Managed lanes come with “sticker shock” –
people hear tell of large toll increases and
presume their cost to commute to work
or travel in their own local area will rise
significantly. Strategic Public Involvement
Plans, specific to each projec t, have
proven to increase the public’s perception
of transparency of the PPP, improve the
reputation of each infrastructure project and
reduce opposition to public transportation
improvements.

Public Involvement Plan
The Public Involvement Plan (PIP) needs
to be customized to each project, and
education is paramount. What does it really
mean to “manage lanes”? In many cases,
free or low-toll lanes are open to the public
round the clock. Certain lanes may be “toll
only” or require increased toll amounts
during peak periods of traffic congestion.
High occupancy vehicle (HOV) express

lanes may be employed. The practice of
managing lanes has proven to alleviate
traffic congestion in many areas of the
country without overburdening any one
category of travelers.
Every successful PIP of this nature needs
to do more than merely inform or educate
– the public must be proactively sought
out, involved and engaged in the project.
Customized, expertly designed public
involvement can literally make or break a
project in the public’s eye. Also, evaluation
of the project stakeholders must be done
carefully since the commuter base of a
highway may or may not actually live within
the project corridor.

Public Outreach Help
Experienced, long-standing public outreach
firms like Stokes Creative Group know how
important it is to balance the technical
principles of public involvement with the
personalization that comes from a physical
presence at a project site. We work as an
extension of the project team and display
respect, common sense and trust in that
relationship – much the same as is required
between the project team and the various
stakeholders to ensure a smooth trajectory.
Managed lanes are a reality all over the
country, particularly on the East Coast.
Stakeholders in areas where highways
are transitioning can look forward to
opportunities to monitor, question and
make suggestions on project planning and
progress. These opportunities will come in
a variety of formats, languages and styles to
best engage the traveling public in any given
project area. Believe it or not, the public can
have a say in projects that will affect their
cost to travel – making it a happier holiday
season for all.

Scudder Falls Bridge
Replacement Project
Website
Stokes recently launched this new website for the Delaware Valley Joint Toll
Bridge Commission. It is a dynamic site that includes a project video, photos,
news links, construction updates and toll information– travelers can even sign
up for EZ Pass right on the site, www.scudderfallsbridge.com.

Long Island Rail Road
Full Speed Ahead
Construction has recently ramped up on the Long Island Rail Road Expansion
Project. Stokes has been working with MTA and LIRR Communications to keep
commuters up to date about station and ridership impacts through public
meetings, an interactive project website and a 24-hour-a-day phone hotline.
Stakeholders of the $2.6 billion project have been successfully engaged through
all these measures, and now there is an additional resource at their disposal: the
new Community Information Center. Stokes designed the CIC with dynamic visuals
to showcase the large number of improvements that will be taking place. Walk-in
hours are expected to be announced to the public very soon.

The main display wall of the CIC showcases the region’s many ongoing projects.

The Hudson River Crossing
Project Nears Completion

Stokes was proud to design the historic
plaque that displays the name of the new bridge.

The Mario M. Cuomo Bridge (formerly the Tappan Zee Bridge) opened the
second span to traffic on September 4, 2018. A festive event with Governor
Cuomo cutting the ribbon marked the momentous occasion. Stokes crew
members were on hand documenting the milestone. Stokes’ own
award-winning photographer Zac Stokes was front and center of
the action, snapping photos of Governor Cuomo and former
First Lady Hillary Clinton. Read more about our work on this
historic project and see our award-wining videos at
www.stokescg.com/works/tappan-zee-bridge.

Bringing Home the Gold
A short recruitment video produced by Stokes for NJ TRANSIT has
become Stokes’ latest award winner. ”NJ TRANSIT, Move ahead
with us!” has won a 2018 Marcom Gold
Award. Stokes was proud to produce this
video and congratulates NJ TRANSIT, the
only statewide transit company in New
Jersey and the third largest transportation
system in the United States, carrying more
than 250 million customers a year on trains,
buses, light rail and paratransit services. The
video, A New NJ Transit can be viewed at
https://vimeo.com/285541919.
© 2018 Stokes Creative Group Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Purple Line Light Rail
Expansion Project
A large project open house was held on October 1, 2018, complete
with 27 30x40 inch display boards designed by Stokes. Our staff
marshalled the process of preparing all the materials
from concept through multiple levels of changes and
were on hand to set up and facilitate.

LIGHT RAIL OVERVIEW
Purple Line Light Rail

HIGHLIGHTS

The Purple Line is a light rail line powered by overhead wires known
as a catenary system. As a transit system separate from Metro, it will
operate mainly on roadways in dedicated transit lanes or in mixed traffic,
allowing for fast, reliable transit operations. Most of the rail will be at the
roadway level, though short segments will be elevated or underground.

• Comfortable, well-lit interiors
• Quiet operations
• Low floor for easy boarding
• 21 convenient neighborhood
stations
• 5 modular light rail vehicles
spanning 140 feet
• No fare gates at stations for
faster access
• On-board storage for bicycles
• ADA Compliant

Light Rail

Metro

Can operate easily along commuter streets
and alongside pedestrians

Must operate in exclusive of right-of-way
away from pedestrian and street traffic

TPSS train powered substation

Powered by live wire

Embedded track – quiet operation

Jointed track – louder operations

Longer Cars

Shorter cars

Alfred B. Craig, Jr., PE, CEO of Purple Line Transit
Partners, LLC, proclaimed “The staging and presentation
materials for last night’s event was superior.”
As with previous public meetings, presentation
materials from the event will soon be available on the
project website, www.purplinemd.com.

Specialized wheel profiles to reduce noise

Women in
Transportation
Greater New York
Chapter’s Fall Dinner

From left, Dan Marcy (currently on the Long
Island Rail Road project), Qiao Wu (Scudder Falls
Bridge project) and Vishal Dutt (New NY Bridge)
join the Women in Transportation – Greater New
York Chapter’s Fall Dinner Program on Monday,
November 19, 2018. Stokes’ New York team
members were in attendance for The Governor
Mario M. Cuomo Bridge Project: The Women
Who Made it Happen, which highlighted the
roles of some of the extraordinary women that
contributed to the construction of the bridge as
well as a panel discussion on the complex delivery
of this design-build project and lessons learned.

Year-Round Work Zone Safety

As we approach the winter season, please keep in mind the increased importance
of obeying traffic laws and taking extra precautions in below-freezing weather
conditions, especially around construction zones. Pavement markings and signs
may be obscured by snow or ice and, unlike an open road, in a work zone there is
no room to run off the road to avoid an accident.
Remember to:
 Drive at or below posted speed limits.
 Leave extra room between yourself and the car in front of you.
 Use Waze or a similar app that allows travelers to post about delays
and weather conditions as they occur.
 Eliminate distractions. The combination of work zones and winter
weather conditions demands a driver’s full attention.
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